Search Results Tabs
The Search Results screen is sectioned by tabs. These tabs contain information and tools that are vital in
how you configure listing information to ‘package and sell’ to your clients. Each tab is discussed in detail in
the following sections.

List Tab Options
The List tab is the default tab when you view the results of any kind of search. On this tab, you can select
listings for other functions, view listing activity for your listings, access Message tab functions using the
message type icons, access the data sheet of the listings using the MLS number link, and much more. If
these listings belong to you, you may also edit the listing using the black downward pointing arrow located
to the right of the MLS number. If you would like to run a particular listing against saved Contact searches,
click the same black arrow and select Match Contacts from the menu that appears. This will run the chosen
property to verify if it matches the parameters saved in any of your saved Contact searches. To edit a search,
click the Edit Search tab. You may also edit Views and Sorts from this screen.
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Detail Tab Options
The Detail tab displays the data sheet of the listing. Here, you can select the report type you would like
shown by using the Report link. You may also view property history, tax info, documents, open house and
tour of homes dates (if available), schedule a showing (if available), view mortgage info and the mortgage
calculator.

Report link
The Report link gives you access to numerous types of datasheets, such as the One Line, Full Listing Addtl
Photos, and Full Report with Tax. You can view either the public or private version from here.

History link
You can access the history on a listing address using the History link within the Detail tab. For every MLS
list number an address has, you can click on the plus sign to the left of that list number to view its history.
Full address history can be printed by clicking the Print button and selecting History.

Tax Info link
The Tax Info link provides you with direct access to the Full Report tax record for chosen listing.

Mortgage Info link
The Mortgage Info link is a generic calculator provided by a third party vendor. Rates and products shown
below are only examples based on market averages. If you would like actual mortgage information from
your preferred lenders to show here, your broker can visit the vendor site and sign up using the Click Here
link on this tab.

Documents link
Accessing documents on listings can be done quickly, simply by clicking the Documents link. Any
documents that have been loaded to the listing can be accessed in this tab. You may either click on your
desired document using the link for that document, or selecting multiple documents and using the
View/Print Checked Documents link. This link will only be present if documents are loaded on a listing.

Open House or Tour of Homes link
If there is an open house or tour of homes date on a listing, the named link will appear in the upper right
corner. Clicking on the link displays the date and time of the event, directions, and any added comments.
You may also leave feedback for the listing agent regarding an event you have attended for their listing. This
can be done by clicking the Feedback link. This link will remain up to 30 days after the end date.

ShowingTime link
The ShowingTime link will be visible if this feature is active on a listing. If you click on either ShowingTime
feature (circled in red) while a listing is highlighted (yellow), it will open you to a new tab to schedule a
showing on that listing.

Once opened to this new screen, you will see the listing details and your profile information. In the My
Profile section, you can configure settings on how you would like to receive your appointment notifications
for this listing. Once you have configured your settings, click the Schedule a Single Showing button.

Next, a schedule graph will appear; here you can select the time slot on the day you would like to show the
property by clicking on the start time of the day you would like to show.

In the next window, verify your appointment details; click the Yes button to submit the appointment
request. You will be notified by your chosen method if it was accepted or rejected.

Calculator link
The Calculator link provides you and your contacts with a tool that you may plug in numbers for estimated
mortgage payment amount using down payment amount, interest rate percentages, and loan term.

Photos Tab Options
The Photos tab gives you access to all photos, videos, and virtual tours (if available) that are attached to the
listing. The highlighted listing in the Summary panel is the property displayed. You may view different
photos by clicking the desired photo in the Filmstrip.

Clicking this option enables full
screen slide show.

Map Tab Options
The Map tab allows you to see locations of the listings and view them in a number of ways.
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NOTE: For definitions of Zoom and Pan Map tools; and Previous, Current, and All Points icons, refer
to the Map Tab section in previous pages.
The Map View options let you decide how to view the map. Clicking the Satellite button will change the
map to Satellite view. The Overlays button gives you choices in viewing the map. Imagery Parcels allows
you to show and hide the parcel outlines on the Satellite map. Zip Codes will outline areas by zip code.
Acres will show actual acreage of parcels when zoomed to street level if available for that municipality. You
may also choose to show or hide listing icons, and search area shapes you may have drawn. Counties will
outline area by county. Neighborhood Maponics will outline neighborhoods if available in Metro MLS.
Driving Directions (previously the Route link) allows you to select listings and receive driving directions,
via Google Maps. This function is also available to your Contacts, via e-mailed listings in Interactive version
and in the Contact Portal.

The Area Mileage indicator gives you an approximation of the mileage of the area you are viewing on the
map. Drawing and Navigation tools give you tools in which you can use with your map. Going from left to
right, the Pan tool is the default; this allows you to adjust the location of your map by holding down your
left mouse button, and dragging the map into your desired direction. The Zoom tool allows you to zoom in
on a specific area by drawing a square or rectangle over the area. Once you have completed drawing the area
you would like to zoom in on, it will zoom immediately. The Parcel Info feature allows you to click on any
point on the map to bring up property information. The parcel dimensions link to the tax record, and a mini
listing history, where available, will appear. This icon, which is a small blue circle with a white ‘i’ in the
center, can be found in the toolbar of the map. This feature is located in FlexMLS Maps in Maps/Financial,
the Map tab inside the Full Search, the Map tab on the Search Results screen, and in the Edit Search > Map
Search tab. The Measure tool allows you to plot the distance between multiple points on the map. The
Square, Circle and Polygon shapes are the shapes you can use to define a specific search area on the map.
Show/Hide Color Legend will show or hide the Color Legend tool.
Color Legend is a reference tool which will color code the listings according to status, price range, and
price by square foot.
The Listing icons are the colored house icons shown on the map. Clicking on any one of them will display
the Info Bubble of the icon. From here, you can perform a radius search, access the tax record, access
available listing history, or zoom in on the location of the listing. Clicking on any of the Listing icons will
display the listing in the left side summary panel pane.

Edit Existing Shapes on the Map
You can edit new or existing shapes on the map without having to delete them and start over. This
functionality is only available on the Search Results screen Map tab. On the Map tab, click on your desired
shape to edit. An Edit bubble will appear for that shape. To edit the name, color, or shape, click the Edit
link next to the shape in the bubble.
In the text field, you may enter a desired name for your shape. An example would be the name of the area,
or location of the defined area. Clicking on any of the color squares will change the defined shape to that
color. Clicking the Edit Shape link will add ‘handles’ to the border of the shape.

Left clicking + dragging the handle will move that side in the direction you drag it. Once you complete your
edits, click the Leave Edit Shape link in the lower right corner, and then View Results to view listings in
your define area.

In the left side Edit Search panel under Search Areas, you can view the names of your shape(s) with
associating color(s).
Other options available in the Edit Shapes bubble are Radius Search from that defined area, Bird’s Eye
view, which will show you a bird’s eye view using MSN Live maps, and Zoom Here, which will zoom
down on that defined area.

Compare Tab Options
The Compare Tab displays statistical comparisons between the highlighted listing and the other listings in
the search. Below the table of data, a bar chart displays the information visually. Use the Chart Legend as
your guide for what colors correspond with what information. As you select different listings from the
summary panel, the graphs will adjust to display the Current Listing in comparison to the other listings in
your search. There are 2 reports available: Comparison Statistics and Search Statistics. In Comparison
Statistics, each column is calculated independent of each other except for the price change and percentage
of price change columns; those go together.
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Messages Tab Options
The Messages tab provides a tool for agent to Contact communication on listings. You may send a message
to your Contact regarding a specified listing, using the Write a message to a client about the highlighted
listing link.

NOTE: This option only works with Contacts who have an active Portal.

